GD-TOPICS for MBA admission 2016-17

1.

Media dictates our lifestyle

2. Collaboration with Foreign Universities makes education better
3. Children are made to pursue dreams of their parents
4.

Corporate jobs are better than a government one

5.

Public-private partnership –good or bad

6.

Corporate social responsibility is a cost to companies

7.

Bollywood vs Hollywood.

8.

Separate time zone for East India

9.

Government funding for IITs should be withdrawn

10. You have to break a few eggs to make an omelette
11. Conflict is harmful in teams.
12. Girl child vs boy child
13. M S Dhoni Is he the right captain?
14. Honest people have no place in modern India.
15. Face booking is waste of time
16. Censorship on social media
17. Capital punishment should continue in India
18. Big dams are essential for growth.
19. Environment –Who’s Responsibility?
20. Corruption cannot be escaped
21. Eat to Live or Live to Eat
22. Cricket should be included in the Olympics
23. E-commerce will kill brick-n-mortar business
24. Google is reducing rational learning.
25. Politicians should have retirement age
26. GST-good or bad.
27. Net neutrality will do more harm than good
28. Mobile phones are nuisance
29. B- School exists for Placement only

30. Reservation should be extended to transgender
31. Corporates are least bothered about ethics
32. The Young Indian is directionless
33. Management as a profession has lost its shine
34. Corporal punishment in schools is necessary
35. Political system is not a reason for backwardness
36. Make in India is not futuristic
37. Politics as a career
38. Foreign Investment- a boon
39. Managers are born, not trained
40. Population deters growth
41. China vs India in 2025.
42. Multinational Corporations are Devils in Disguise
43. Happiness comes from wealth
44. Ban trade unions for benefit of the economy.
45. Swach Bharat Abhiyan-an ambitious agenda
46. GDP vs HDI
47. Skilling India
48. India's growth rate
49. Is India a preferred destination for world business?
50. Fifty per cent reservation for women in local bodies.

